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The Validation of Mathematical Indices
of Communication Structure

The interdependence of theory and observation or meas-

urement practices has often been noted (Woelfel, 1974).
By influencing the way the world is perceived, observation
or measurement practices obviously influence theory.

In turn,

theory (even inchoate or implicit theory) dictates what it is
,00nsidered important to observe or measlAr°.

Because of this interdependence, self-consciousness,

regarding measurement practices seems essential if sound
theoretical statements are to be made.

The vast number of

pages devoted to social science measurement issues i-04icates
this self-consciousness is generally widespread.

However,

there are still some specialized subfields in which such
scrutiny has been severely lacking.

A case in point is

"socio-netwo. k analysis," an interdisciplinary research area

of which communication network analysis is a aubtype.

stating the problem more precisely, sevcs

Before

definitions are

needed.

A "socio-network" (or, more briefly, "network") may be

defined as the set of relationships of a particular type (for
example, coMmunication, friendship, power, kinship)
existing
among a group of individuals.

In network analysis these rela-

tionships may be identified via several distinctly different
methods (compared by Davis, 1953; Edwards & Monge, 1976; and
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Farace, Nonge,

Russell, in press).

However, the most common

methods seem to use the reports of the network members themselves regarding those people with whom th y share relationships of the type under study.
These relationships- may be coded dichotomously (as
being

either Present or absent) or they may be more precisely
quantified in terms of their frequency, intensity, etc.
In any case,
for networks with more than three members
many different con-

fi, rations of the relationships comprising a
,etwork are
theoretically possible.

The particular topological configu-

ration which does exist is called that network's
"structure."
Structures are assumed o vary along many different the-

oretical continua, such as "connectivenese," called "dimensions." Since networks are composed
of discrete, overt,
countable, quantifiable entities (namely, the
individual relationships existing between pairs of network members),
the

dimensions of structure are overtly describable.

The mathe-

matical formulae used as operational definitions of structural'
dimensions are here termed "indices" (called
"metrics" by
Richards, 1974, and others).

An .example of one such index is

network "density" (Niemeijer, 1973)(called
"connectedness" or
"connectiveness" by other writers).

It is computed as the per-

centage of theoretically possible relationships
within a group
which actually exist.
An index is here considered a "valid"
measure of a particular dimension if its values systematically
reflect variations
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dinensi.or, eitrer

ircrein:- or conF,is-

-17 decreasin: with increases in T1
ooars

inensi on, that is,
T-Tc j.imensior unT]er

(e=ed

orntica lu a'stinct") are

t

aLisumod ,7:c:.:arIP of var2,-ins-

indenCently of one an-

-,-rher and of cnterin7 'rto

-e

difler7nt non-strutural vana:oThs.

with

Tn, This ^asp, an indy

covaries slosel:: with (i.e., is R "va]id" measure of)

variations in ohe strutura'l dimension may correlate roorly
wi'h variations in thQ ot'v'er.

i'r can be fludel on1:-

resr.ect to a rrecific di-iension

of :1:.ructurc, and not rPlative

of "Thrucure."

That

im7lirs that indey. valid-

t.o

even the validation srocedure must

reo-nize the ruiti-di-ensiorrIA
indiCes -7or

beou

wide

an. undifforentiated concert

.,ure o' social structure.

7,pas7lrin:- social structure have

in fiPids ar divorsc, a:: serial arthrorrAor,

:::atner:,atdcal socioor7, mathewitical nspholouv, administrntive

soience, and,

,

f (01.17Th or 1nisatisai communicatin.

to date, ama7iJol:: little attentior has been raid to their

formal valiation reiativo to the di'lc-nsions of structure they
are.er!ployed to measure.

The validation strategies seen in

t1-.e structural literature are larnel7 imrlicit and none of them

has adP-)flatel: acl,ciated the nulti-dimensionaliir of structure.

Autiors ricribin- to a construct validation strate,7
have advocaton selectirmr indices on the hsis of correlatinns
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between those indices and measures of non-structural variables

which are believed related to an undifferentiated structural
variable.

Such an approach may be adequate for strictly

pragmatic Purposes, such as the selection of a structural
index to serve as a bell-weather of work group satisfaction.
Its failure to enumerate specific dimensions of structure,
however, makeE:this method seem uniauely unsuited for the

more theoretical purpose of elucidating the relationships
among structural and non-structural variables.

Additional

disadvantages of the method include (a) the inherent circularity of all construct validation approaches (Dubin, 1969;
James, 1973); (b) the assumption that the subject population
used in the validation study is essen.tially the same as all

future populations on which the index is to be used (since
correlations between structural and non-structural variables
may change from subject population to subject population);
(c) the still embryonic state of theory and the consequent

pcssibility of error in choosing an appropriate non-structural
variable; and (d) the possibility that the operational definition chosen for the non-structural, variable might.introduce

substantial measurement error and spuriously di,flate the ccrrelation coefficient for the structure-to-non-structure relationship.

Researchers who have used previous face or content valid-

ation approaches have demonstrated a similar disregard for the
multi-dimensionality of structure.

6

While some have assessed
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index sensitivity to a dimension it is desired to measure,
that is, sensitiyity to a "target" dimension, most have

neglected the eaually important question of the degree to
which an index's values may at the same time be affected
variations in non-target dimensions.

by

Three different methods

of face validation are found in the literature.
In the first face validation method (termed "dimensional
specification': by Coleman, 1964) the researcher simply exam-

ines the index's computational formula and subjectively
judges
whether it "makes sense." In addition to this method's subjectivity, the difficulty in conceptualizing simultaneous

variation along several dimensions (as would be required by
'a multi-dimensional approach) renders this method virtually

useless to the validation problem posed here.
In the second method of face validation the researcher
actually com-outes the index for those hypothetical networks

which manifest extremely high or low values of the target
dimension.
While this method is more objective than the
previous one, its disregard for the multi-dimensionality of
structure is seen in its assumption that the correlation
between an index's values and the amount Of a particular'
structural dimension will not change substantially regardless
of what values are assumed by other, non-target,
dimensions.
Presently, the most rigorous form of face validation in
the structural literature is' Sabidussi's (1966) method, termed

here "mathematical axiomatic deduction."

7

In using this method

yalidation

the ,-e-7,-,rcher -Por:]a7y enurnerates the mathematical properties

a true measure of a particular target dimension would have to

have, and then evaluates indices believed to measure that dimention according to these criterial properties.
mPtllna is rigorous as

While this

-r.evirrisly applied, it too has focused

Primarily on the sensitivity of an index to only one dimension
(in this case, centrali',7).

This method is -r-tentially ex-

pandable to the multi-dimensional case, hut the complexity of
axiomatic systems for even one structural dimension make it
too seem inadequate to resolve the validation Problem posed
here.

Yet the need for systematic validation is unmistakeable.
In the absence of adequate validation data, researchers run
the risks of both suboptimal use of data and potentially misleading results.

Unhappily, examples of each of these may

already be found in the literature (E6tards & Monge, 1975).
The prEsent paper describes a new type of face validation
and reports the results of using it to evaluate 11 indices
of communication structure.
Method

Related to Nosanchuk's (1963) method of comparing cliqueidentification procedures, the method used here in some ways
resembles Bridgman's (1922) dimensional analysis.

However,

it is called "multi-dimensional analysis" (not to be confused
with multidimensional scaling) to emphasize that, unlike previous methods, it evaluates indices with reference to several
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dimensions rather than to only one.
The method involves the construction of sets of imaginary
networks to serve as empirical standards.
here proceeded in four stages:

Its application

.

(a) identification of dimen-

sions which previous researchers have considered it important

to measure; (b) construction of sets of networks differing
incrementally along these dimensi.ons; (c) selection of indices

from among the dimensional categories; and (d) evaluation of
each index's validity with respect to each dimension.
Identification of dimensions
The literature lacks an explicit list of theoretically

distinct dimensions which researchers agree it is important
to measure.

Yet researchers obviously have theoretical dimen-

sions in mind when they design and use indices.

Consequently,

a good source of these dimensions would seem to be the careful
scrutiny of the indices themselves.

A careful examination of the most common indices of social
structure (static structure only) in social anthropology, mathe.

matical sociology, mathematical psychology, and organizational
communication was undertaken to identify recurring measurement
intentions of researchers in these disciplines.

2

These indices

were found easily classifiable with reference to two dimensions
(each having two subdimensions):

Magnitude (with subdimensions

of Size and Volume), and Disparity (with Concentration and
Diameter).

The Eagnitude dimension focuses primarily on the nudher

9

of group members (i.e., network "Size") and The number of

relationshos amon7 them (network "Volum"), havinE- littl
concern with the distribution o-f those relationshiPs within
the network.

Tn contrast, the Disparity dimension focuses on

the distribution of relationships in terms of either their
"Concentration," that is, the degree to which the relationships

are concentrated ubon one or a few individuals rather than
distributed ecually to all members; or the network's "Dia-

meter," that is, the length of the shortest chain linking
the two most "distant" individuals in the network.

(Borrowed

from mathematical topology (Flament, 1963; Harary, Norman, ex
Cartwright, 1965), the "distance" between two network members
is measured as the least number of intermediary network members one would need to contact to pass a message between them.)
The reason they are listed as two dimensions with two sub-

dimensions apiece rather than as four separate dimensions is
that 'Size and Volume (and, likewise, Concentration and Dia-

meter) do not seem "theoretically distinct" enough (see above),
to warrant status as separate dimensions.

Future empirical

research may reveal important differances between the func
tional relationships involving Size and Volume (and likewise
for Concentration and Diameter).

However, currently lacking

empirical aid ofthis kind, it seems best to minimize the number of separate structural dimensions being postulated.
The treatment of transitivity in the present analysis is
a further example of this conservatism.

10

Transitivity is the
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=eater tendency for persons a and c to share a Particular
friendshi.n, communication, etc.)

such a relatianshin also exists between
a and

a-nd "cetween 'I:

and c.

'Though transitivity seems in-

tuisively to be a mere complex tnecetica7
coninuu= tnan is
nitude, it hao bPen assoeiated with that
dimension in the

indices of balarce (a close -rlative ci
transitivity) have occasionally been ased to measure
network
Volume (Luce, lc'3),
Consistent ithl this literature,
tran

is here treated as a Part of the Volume
subdimension.

However, results repored here will be shlown in the final
sectio-1 to raise doph,ts about the Propriety
of this.,rtrouPing,
and to :71,1.770::

the oossibilit7 in the future of examining

transitivity as a dimension in its own right.
Constructio:i of Famili es of Hypothetical_ Tlet-worIrs
1:ine sets, or "faniliPs," of hypothetical
networks were

oc:::tructed to sel-VP as empirical standards
rePresentine- each

sf the four :-JI:dmensio7s.

In sach of these families, a tar-

get subdiension ':as systematically varied from
a mini!lum to
a maxi'lum value while the remainin7 three subdiensions
were

stabiTif:ed at :mown values.
afmr!ar in T'ir-1,;.re

3
1

Insert -Figure

e fi-ct
2-3 s for t

Two examoles of each family

1

:7c-717t here.

fa-11.1ies .ere desi7red as errirical rstar.-

di-ienoior, three farailiPs for the ;;ise.

.
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subdmension, anc three families for the Volume subdimensicn.
In reco=ition of the intimate relationship between Size
Volume, Volumc was stabilized at a differen: (4.e.,
medium, or low) value in each of the Size families, and vice
versa 4'or the thr,,e Volume familiee (in which Size Fssumed
values of 6, 10, and 14 nodes, resrectively).
thr:sE: families.

ecual nul:her of

In all six of

cncentration was minimized by assi,cming an
, to all nodes in a particulal- network,

and Diameter was minimized throupt the use of circumscribed
configurations rather than open-ended branches (Harary, 1959).

Families 7, 8, and g were designed as empirical standards
for the DisParity dimension.

Two distinctly different types

of Concentration were used in Families 7 and 8.

The seventh

family was designed to assess the sensitivity of an index to
the positioning of a single link within the network.
purpose, a "cure" network of ten nodes having 8, 7,

For this
6,

5,

5,

4, 4, 3, 2, and 0 links was created.

To

attached one end of the movable link.

Nine networks were gen-

tenth node was

erated by successively attaching the other end of this link
to each of the other nodes in the order that they are listed
above.

Because the indices gave identical readings for the

networks in which the receiving nodes originallY had the same
number of links, one network for each of these two pairs was
deleted, leaving a total of seven networks in this family.
Throughout this family, Size was held constant at 10 nodes,

Validation
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and Volume at 23 links.

ugh not held totally

constant, varied by onl:\

in:Diameter = 2 to Din

meter = 3 links), a much smallr variation
than exists in

the Diameter family itself.
The eighth family was created to assess the
sensitivity
of the various indices to the degree of
inequality in the distribution of links within the network, measured as the variance of the frequency distribution of links received
per
node.

All frequency distributions were symmetric about a

midpoint of five links per node.
family are:

The variances found in this

0.1:4_1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.1.

Size was

held constant at 10 nodes, and Volume, at 25 links.
Control
of the Diameter subdimensfon was more difficult
due to its
intimate relationship with the Concentration of links in the
network.
This relationship is best shown by example.
A

network in which one node is directly linked to all others
.(i.e., one in which relationships are concentrated
upon a

particular node) will have a Diameter of only 2 even if no
other links exist in the network.

In a network of the same

Size and Volume which lacks such a coordinating
node, however,
Diameter could be considerably larger than 2. In the present
case, the effects of Diameter were minimied through the
use
of a special procedure for link assignment
which connected

nodes having relatively few links to those
having relatively
many.

The success of this procedure in minimizing the variation of Diameter is demonstrated by the fact that
Diameters

13
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in this family only varied by one link (from
Diameter = 2 to
Diameter = 3).
Finally, Family 9 represented

Diameter subdimension.

In order to maximize variation in Diameter,
the networks in
this family (unlike previous families)
were all composed of
open branches.
The, first network in the family (with Diameter = 2) resembles a bicycle wheel.
Subsequent networks,:
were Created by removing one spoke at a time and
attaching
it to the open.end of another already centrallyconnected.spoke
until in the final network the links,
were stretched out end to
end.

Size was held constant at 10 nodes and Volume at 9 links
per network. The close relationship
between Diameter and Concentration precluded exercising total control
over the Concentration subdimension.
The variances of the link frequency
distributions for these rietworks are 8.0, 6,6, 6.4
3.6, and 3.4, a range of 4.6.

While thib range

4..L, 4.0,

relatively'

similar to the range of variances in the
second Condentration
family (which was 6.1), it was hoped that
it was small enough

that the indioes would behave differently for
the tWo families.
As will be seen in the Results section, this expectation
was
fulfilled.
Index Selection

A set of indices was desired which showed promise
as meas.ures of communication structure, Due to the assumed bidired-,
tionality of the communication relationship
(Guimaraes, 1970),

and the necessity to limit the'scope of the study, only indices

14
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capable of distinguishing among strongly connected networks
(i.e., networks in which all members are at least 'indirectly.
connected to oi1

tionships were

onsisting of bidirectional relac

In order to assure their compa-

rability, only indices calculated from interactional
data

were used (thus excluding the Size subdimension).

With these

constraints, indices were chosen to represent all three of the

remaining subdimensions of structure:
and Diameter.

Volume

Concentration,

Several indices were chosen from the same sub-

dimension where its importance to network analysis
or its popularity in prior research dictated that course.,
Those chosen to represent the Volume subdimension were:
density (Niemeijer, 1973); Coefficient A (Davis' 1967 measure
of "clusterability")) and 3-balance (Cartwright
& Harary, 1956),
each of which combines the Size and Volume
sUbdimensions of
the Magnitude dimension,

Those selected for the Concentration subdimension were:
Bavelas' (1950) global centrality; Zeisel's (1968) monopolization; Coleman's-(1964) -"h1" measure of hierarchization; Monge's

(1971) relative information; and Findley's (1966)
group assimilation index.
Finally, those selected for the-Diameter subdimension were:

Sabidussi's (1966) "trivial centrality,"

Mitchell's (1969):compactnebs1 and Harary's (1959) 'global
status.

The computation formulae for all eleven of these

indices are given in the appendix.

15
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Evaluation of Index Validity
Index validity was defined above as the monotonic co-

variation of an Index with .a target subdimension.
the r

linequal intervals

Due to

tween successive net-

works in the families, Spearman's rank order correlation was

used to measure this monotonicity.

An index which gave the

same reading for all networks in a family was termed an "in-

valid" measure of the target subdimension; an index with a
coefficient of +1.0 or -1.0 was "valid"; and an index with

a coefficient in-between 0 and ±1.0 was rid to have "moderate validity" for that'subditlension.
indices *IiL1-1 cnly moderate

woulc. seem

relatively useless eithe,2 in measuring tl

bdimension rep-

resel.tE

Zounding influ-

in the family or in .avoiding its

ence when it was desired to measure other subdimensions,
only.those indices with perfect correlations Were evaluated
for their relative'sensitivity to a particular subdimension.
Index sensitivities were compared in terms of (a) the. oVerall
"shape" c-r the index-sutdimension relationship for a particrTh-

2.5r; and (b) th-, magnitude of the index's. discrim-

ina7icn -u_tween the first and last networks in the family.

unequal intervals between successive networks in
a family, even a maximally sensitive index would not have alinear relationship with a family of networks.

For this rea-

son, shape was evaluated in terms of both.linear and quadratic
components.

Each network was assigned a numerical value equal
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to its ordinal position in its family, and these
ranks were

used in a polynomial regression

Shape was measured as the

percentage of variance in the ordinal ranks which was accounted
for by the combircrl
dex.

.inear and, quadratic functions of the in-

These percentages were then rank ordered within each

family.

For
converted

e discriminatien _measure, each indexls values were

hnned on its mean_and standar0, devi-

7-,o

ation fo
.

ination r

cc:Isidered separately.. The discrim:7.7e

as the absolute diffEirence between

scores fo,

.1".st and last network

differences wey

then rank ordered within each family.

Shap

but they

cient as
and discr
-It is :ale

These

.:crimination are both desired prcperties,

covarY perfectly.

Thus, a separate coeffi-

:,;ised which adjusts the index's ranks on shape

.Hon for the discrepanc

between those ranks.

as:

(Reaks - RankD

where S st

in the family.

e z-

.ks)(Rankp),

)r shape, and .1) stands for discriminatLon.

Results
As not

valid,(with

VP;

P,arsh

inaox ^rmld hc judged as either

rrder correlation of 4- 1.0), invalid (with

rank order cu= ation of 0); or moderately valid (with rank
order corrE,'

results a-

in-between validity and invalidity).
Table 1.
2ert TabIT 1

17

about h-Te--

All
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Numerical entries are relative sensitivity ranks (calculated only for the perfectly'valid indices); "M" signifies
moderate validity; "I" signifies total insensitivity or
invalidity; and ".undef." indicates that the index could
not

be calculated for all the networks in the family.
With respect to the Size subdimenSion, Indices 4, 5,

9,

10, and 11 appear to ,be valid; Indices 7 and 8 are invalid;

Index 6 is undefined due to the low levels at which Concenration was stabilized; and Indices 1, 2, ahd 3 behave variably depending Upon the Volume of links in the network.

Of,

the valid indices for this subdimension, Index 10 appears tO
A
be the most sensitive, followed in order by Indices 4, 5,

\

11\,

and 9.

For the Volume subdimension, Indices 1

9,,and 11 appear

to be valid; Indices 4,,5, 7, and 8 are invalid; Index 6 is
undefined; and Indices 2, 3, and 10 behave variably depending
On the Size of the network.

Of the valid indices, Index 11

is the most sensitive, followed by Index 9 and Index 1.
Since the two types of Concentration are really quite
different, their results are discussed both separately and
collectively.

With respect to the relocation of a single link in the
network, Indices 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 11 are found to be
valid indices.
Indices 1

Of these indices, Index 7 is most sensitive,

2, 8, and 11 are tied for second place, and these

are followed in turn by Index 6 and Index 5.

18

Indices 4, 94
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and 10 have moderate validity for this suhdimension, and
only Index 1 is found to be invalid for it.

For the variance of the frequency distribution r
Indices 4,

,

7, and 8 appear to be valid indices, Index 5

beinr the most sc-nsitive,

then Index 8, Index 4, and Index 7.

Index 1 is invalid; Index 6 is undefined; and Indices 2,
3, 9,
10, ant 11 have oderate validity.

When the two families of Concentration are considered
-collectively, only Indices 5, 7, and 8 are found valid for
both tyi)es, and only Inde:: 1 is perfectly invalid for
both.

Of tese, Index

is the most sensitive, followe

by Indices

5 and 7,

Finally, with respect to Diameter, Indices 3, 5, 7,
9.

10, and 11 app- r to be valid measures, while Indices 1

and 2 .are invalid, Index.4 is only moderat'ly valid, and

Index 6 is undefined.

Of the valid indices, Index 11 is the

,most sensitive, followed in order by Indices 9, 10, 7, 3, 8,
and 5.

Discussion

These results may be used in two wayc;
tI

validities and sensitivities observed here with those

e.::--i,cted from the literature;
UL:

(a) to compare

and (b) to recommend specific

3 of particular indices in future researeh.
For the first purpose, Ta-ple 1 Was subdivided into col-

ur.ns indicating the subdime=ions being opera4

alir defir-

an:i. rows, indica''

ns expeetE

subdiTlen ional affila

.
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ror each index, based on the literature.

The three partil

for which the colr_mn and row

nn

RJ were labell,c3d

A7reement with the literature was judged in terms
of Ifne n'amber of numerinal (rather than T:

I, or undef.) entries

ea-i) 7a:tition contaf: d.

examination c

partition A, which Pits alleged measures

of Vo_Au.:e against the manipulation of Volume used here shows
only Incex 1

to be va_id across all three Volume'families.

The fact that neithe:- nlusterability nor 3-balance is valid
fo

aLl three famili-o could be interpreted as evidence that
v are simPly not 7e1-- useful indices.

more -

However, it seems

isonable to intuTpret this as evidence that Volume and

transiivity are not ac closely related as the literature in
the na:-t- has suggested.

Perhaps, these two indices would be

perfectly- valid for a family manifesting variations in transi-

tivity -done, but resolution of this matter awaits further
r
A

711).c

botter agreement with the literature occurs in

Tartition 7.

In that -Partition, all five Concentration indi-

en are fo-Lad valid for at least one type of Concentration,
three

the five are valid for both types.

The fact that

Evelas' ocHntrality wa: found valid for the second type el?
cent-ation

71_ment's (1(5) claim that it is
c di

ji

narii,

-71ifi:r1.-ior: of the:,

ion Df links .in 7
C arc- in perf-as me ,..

network.
-Iccord with. the

of network Diameter.

al

In general, there seems to be a close ccrresTondence between the index sensitivities that
those observed in thes,,! eata.

_le literature suggests and

How-er, the presence of nu-

merical entries in par7itions othe:17 than A, B, and C shows
that many of these indices have multiple sensitivities which
are nJt mentioned in the literature.

Since index values on

one s-lbdimension may actually be confounded by variation in

another (theoretically distinct) subdimension, it is obviously
important to keepothese multiple sensitivities in mind when

selecting or interpreting indices in research.

The present

multi-dimensional data seem uniquely well-suited for these
activities
It was noted above thaT; an index with anly moderate

validity for a particular subdimension seems relatively lesS
useful in either measuring that subdimension or avoiding its
confounding influence when measuring other subdimensions.
In contrast, the ideal index would be one whose validities
are decisive, that is,'a mixture of only. ±1.0 and 0 correlations.

Only three indices satisfied this cri-erion in

the Present study.

mation,and gro

They were moncpolizatin, rA.ative infor7
assimilation.

The monopolizaticn :index was found to .7)e, a valid measure

of Size, Concentration,

Liameter, but was perfectly insen-

sitive to variations in VDlume.

cut across the su7posedl
of Magnitude, an:

Because t.se sensitivitieS

theoretically distinct dimensions

')isr_arity, this index rIt be of little
2 .1
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general researrh value.

in measurin

However, to a researcher interested

all suhdimensions ecept Volume, this index might

be quite useful.

If values on this index were implicated in

functional relationships with non-structural variables, a
reasonable interpretation would seem to be that whatever structural subdimension was involved in a functional relationship,
it was not Volume, and that it was.probably either Size, or,
Concentration, or Diameter, or some combination of them.

These interpretations are stated either negatively or 'else
probabilistically because of the possible existence of additional structural dimensions not yet identified.

This issue

is addressed in more detail later in this section.'
The other two indices, relative information, and group
assimilation, were found to be perfectly valid for the two

-

Disparity subdimensions, and perfectly insensitive to both
of the Magnitude subdimensions.

utility in measuring the DisParit

This suggests their possible

dimensi= free from con-

founding by the :agnitude dimension. :If either of these indices is implicated in a functional- relationship with a non-

structural variable, the appropriate internretation would

seem to be that the structural suAimension invclved in the
observed -...elationship was neither Size nor VoluL, and that

it was probably either Concentration or Diameter or some.

combination of thetwo.
Differences in the relative sepsitivites of these two
indices suggest an even more scrPhisticated basis for index
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selection.

A researcher wishing his index to be more sensi-

tive to Concentration than to Diameter might
select group

assimilation rather than relative information.

However, the

frequently small differences in the shape measure and the
fact that there were many tied ranks makes this
inadviseable
on the basis of the present data alone.
This study has nreposed and employed a new method for
the validation of structural indices.

This method has several

importand advantages ovel7 nrevious methods.

The first advan-

tage is in itn use of hypothetical networks rather
than actual
socio-networks.

This allows F,reater variation in the target'

subdimensions than would be found in natural settings.

Addi-

-tionally, it enables much F,reater eontrol over the observa-

tional situation.

In the natural setting, afteral14. many sub-

dimensions would vary at once, leaving no possible way of systematically 'ordering them.

A second advantage is that this

method provides data-based (rather than merely intuitive)

recommendations which have actual practical utility.
advantage is its heuristic value.

One final*

Since its use requires the

s-Deci:ication and operational definition of target as well as
nr -tL.11-get subdimensions, it onenly encourages the clarifica-

tfpn L_ the Structure variable and its most potent dimensions.
_ile.several weaknesses may be noted also, none of them
seems _Lnherent in the method itself (as were the shortcomings
of mo

previous methods), but only in its application here.

The first of these cohcerns the inadequate research
enumerating
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theoretically i-qnortant dimansioils of structure.

To the

degree that the nresent list is incomplete, and

unspecified diensions are left free to vary, the index sensitivities renorted through the use of this method may not be
entirely correct.

In order to avoid a proliferation of un-

needed dimensions, however, a conservative approach seems
also needed.

Thin method need not be limited by such con-

servatism, '-lo,lever.

Its results may well suggest additional

dimensinns needing furter study, as was shown in the case
of transitivity.

While clearly a bootstrap operation, this

arnroach seems to have considerable promic3e.
A second wealmess with the current a-,nlication of this
method involves tl,.e Present choices of stabilizing values for

nor,-target subensions.

As Coleman's hierarehization index

illustrates, index values may be confounded by non-target subdimensions ever,if those subdimensions are held constant.

Thun,

in the Present case, each time Concentration was minimized,
this irde7 was undeffned.

To mininize a systematic bias of

this sort, it is suggested that future researchers select
stabilization vallles at randoM from a set of logistically
rossible com-binations of them.

A final weakmess is the fact tllat the Present apnlication
'involved variation on only 'one oubdimension at a time.

The

real world of structure is full of simultaneous variations of
various dimensions.

To the der;ree that they are theoretically

diStinct, the validity of an index for the target subdimensior
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will be lessened, lince potentially lessening the Pragmatic
utility of the recommendations made from these data.

Thus,

it is recommended that future annlications of this method
involve the

imultaneous variation of multiple subdimensions.

In addition to makinp; these suggested changes in future

applications of this method, it is hoped that future researchers
will evaluate more and different indices, and adapt additional
methods to the multi-dimensional validation of structural
indices.

Sabidussi's (1966) method seems particularly

promising in this regard since it seems capable of indicating
whv indices measure what they do.
Though the systematic validation of structural indices
is currently lacking, it is honed that its importance will
soon be appreciated, and that these and related approaches

will be expanded to illuminate the measurement capabilities
of many nronisin

indices.

Once this is accomplished, the-

origing regardinE socio-networks generally, and communication
networks in narticular, will seem at last free to advance
with well justified self-confidence.
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